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About This Game

The Multidimensional Underwear Drawer is an otome visual novel, in which young Hana finds eternal love … or death!
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10/10 Would fall in love with a demon teddy bear again. This game is great, however, The game can't find the files needed for
the supermart scene. Can't continue my playthrough. Thank You.. This game is great, however, The game can't find the files
needed for the supermart scene. Can't continue my playthrough. Thank You.. Just got through playing Jan's route and I'm quite
literally disgusted with this game. I donu2019t understand why anyone would enjoy something so sick epically with no warnings.
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I donu2019t even know if I can play any more of this game, Iu2019m so disgusted! The write of this game is sick and should be
ashamed. I will never purchase anything from these writers again.. this game is really funny and good. :) sadly it still has a lot of
bugs though. i hope they get them fixed.. this game is really funny and good. :) sadly it still has a lot of bugs though. i hope they
get them fixed.. This game is great, however, The game can't find the files needed for the supermart scene. Can't continue my
playthrough. Thank You.. Just got through playing Jan's route and I'm quite literally disgusted with this game. I donu2019t
understand why anyone would enjoy something so sick epically with no warnings. I donu2019t even know if I can play any more
of this game, Iu2019m so disgusted! The write of this game is sick and should be ashamed. I will never purchase anything from
these writers again.. 10/10 Would fall in love with a demon teddy bear again

New update! : New update! PS: After the game was launched, sales were not ideal, even though we spent a lot of energy on the
game and set a very low price. The sales of the game determine whether we can continue to update the game and launch the next
new game. If the gentlemen who want to buy this game feel that the price and quality are worthwhile, I hope you can comment
more and help us publicize it. We would also like to get funding and continue to update the game resources. Don't hesitate to
buy anything! Otherwise, our beautiful illustrator will go back to work for the greasy and trivial boss. We don't want to see such
a thing happen! It is about to launch the swap card, but the swap card needs enough evaluation. I hope you will evaluate it more.
Update: 1. Changing the way the characters are displayed and their integrity, you can play almost all the game content after
downloading. 2. Optimize the dynamic effect of the motion map. 3. Optimize the cartoon of fragmentation animation. 4.
Update new promotional videos.. 1.02 : PS: Thank you for your support and suggestions. These suggestions are very useful to us.
We are actively making changes. update content (A player who has installed the game and installed "Delete Bunny" may have a
display problem after the update. Solution: Install the latest "Delete Bunny" or re-update the game after uninstalling!!!) 1. After
changing the customs clearance, the voice cannot be played directly. 2. Reduce the hammer volume. 3. Added special effects
sound, BGM, vocal volume adjuster. 4. Modified the decision area hit by the hamster. 5. Fixed several bugs. The trading card is
being produced and will be online soon.. new game! new game!! : 1. All complete! ! The illustrations are the same as the cover
level, really! ! Dynamic map (not the same as the next door!). 2. Each character has its own unique voice and passion. 3. Each
character has its own BGM, and the game is carefully crafted everywhere. 4. Give the character soul, players who want to play
the full version of the game can feel our attitude. 5. If you think the game is not bad, I hope everyone can comment more so that
we can update it later. A lot of recommendations are disseminated on the Internet, giving us the motivation to make better
works. 6.. Progress Update - Chapter 3 : The save system has been updated again. It will go through testing once the new build is
ready. I won't update the steam build until chapter 3 is ready. You can save the game to 9 slots as shown in the screen above.
These are the technical changes: -Changed old save file system to allow multiple files -Modified exiting pause screen -Added
Folder Tabs -Added backdrop snapshot -Added folder tab game snapshot -Added folder save/load menu -Modified Load Detect
behavior As far as the work required before uploading a new Steam build: 1) Insert 125+ pages of new dialogue with code. 2)
Insert side quests and new ships for gameplay.. Summer Update and Release Date Closing in! : It's summer time! In a previous
progress update, I mentioned the release date is getting close when I start to implement your ideas for ship designs. I'm doing
that now! So post your ideas if you want a chance of getting in. You will be in the credits of my game if I pick your ship idea. I
also want to share that the game is playable from beginning to end in my internal build. The stage I am at is play testing,
polishing, side missions, and editing. The wait is almost over. Release Date: I originally wanted to release my game this month,
but Steam likes to have sales in the summer. Instead, I decided that it would be best to release my game and launch discount 30
days after the next Steam sale which is usually mandatory for spacing out sales on Steam. Because you've been so patient
waiting for release, the next Steam sale is going to have a better discount than the traditional game launch discount and a little
higher than I would normally put. EDIT: I want to release the game next month if possible The extra time will also be used to
finish the things I haven't been thinking of. Game Achievements & Steam Trading Cards so it works out better this way. An
Epic Adventure that You are Apart of: I think you will be very pleased with how the story plays out. It's completely epic, and
very unexpected. You will notice most of the Fantastic Artwork was saved for near the end. I tried to make each character
enduring so choices will be hard. including that of romance. I originally wanted only one save file so choices would be
permanent. These choices make it so you can really feel like you are the protagonist of the story. I also tried to make rewarding
choices . The gameplay may be simple, but it allows for me to easily convey your choices in a way that other Visual Novels
can't. But Omni Link is a visual novel first and a shooter game second. There is a ton of dialogue near the end. On easy
difficulty, you may skip gameplay elements quickly with brute strength just to enjoy the story. The hardest difficulty is meant to
be unforgiving, just like the Virus is in the story. When you lose a ship, it is gone forever. You may reach the end of the game
with no ships and little chance of winning. As it should be.. At last, 10 minutes of gameplay demo! : Hey guys! I am super glad
to share with you 10 minutes of Utopia Syndrome Demo gameplay. This is alpha version and some things may be changed but
you can already see how the game is moving and progress.. Summer Sale and News : Looks like Dawn is ready for summer
vacation. If you remember last Christmas, I also did one with that theme. I was going to post this as the main image in the store,
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but nobody else seems to be doing it. Omni Link is 20% off right now. A couple weeks back I had a major update so you can
play chapters 1-3 now. Although, I don't consider those chapters finished, there is still plenty to play. I have an announcement I
want to give, but it's not ready. Early next month is my estimation. So this is an announcement of the announcement hmm.
Thank you for your positive reviews. Although few, they mean a lot and Omni Link hasn't got much attention. I'm glad to know
you are liking the game and look forward to improving based off the feedback I've gotten so far.. Serment - Contract with a
Devil Singularity 5 Seek Girl :. [h1] DLC released[/h1] : There are other problems that can't be solved. You can come here..
Community Involvement & Concept art : Since launch I've updated Omni Link's progress regularly on Patreon. My project
there reveals concept art, early ideas, and frequent game updates of all kinds. Concept Art: (sample post from patreon) Your
ship in game: I mentioned in the "early access" dialogue how I'd like to put your ship ideas in the game. I'll be creating a thread
for this so you can post your ideas. If I really like them, then I will message you and talk about bringing it into the game. Details
include: Primary weapon, secondary weapon/skill, speed, armor, weaknesses etc. I should also mention that you will decide on a
graphical look for the ship. More details on the thread. Your character in game: I wanted to briefly mention that one of you will
have an opportunity to have your character in the game. Details coming later. Your ideas in game: Some great ideas have been
posted in the forums. This includes a multiple save file system, adding RPG elements, system map, and releasing a soundtrack.
This is early access so keep the ideas coming. The core engine is in place, but I will work my best to make the much needed
changes. Insight on choices & gameplay: It's hard to see how your choices make a difference. I'm working on some spoiler
gameplay videos when I have the time. Below are a few spoilers: 1) Collect all the crystals in the tutorial. You won't regret it. 2)
Kill Darkstar and you get his powerful ship, let him go and. 3) Don't kill the pirate base and you get a clue to the location of a
powerful ship. That artifact wasn't just for show. 4) No one said killing every ship is a good thing. Destroying neutral pirate
ships will get you credits, but they have a chance to join your fleet "If you are the pirate leader." When your ship touches a
neutral pirate ship, they have a 50% chance to join you. Those are just a few of the choices and consequences of your actions.
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